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RAINFORD (continued)
S. or as Solomon Reinzen, Pvt, srv in Rowell’s Co of the 1st FL Mtd Mil in the FL War of 1838 for 6 mths

RAINS, no given name, Pvt, srv in McCrorey’s Co of AL Mil in the Seminole War of 1817-18
Banister, see Banister Raines
Caswell, Pvt, srv in Sconce’s Co of the 1st Regt of MO Mtd Vols in the FL War
Edward W. or as Edmond W., Pvt, srv in Baber’s Co & the N. C. Staff of the 1st TN Mtd Mil in Seminole (FL) War
Elisathan, Pvt, srv in Richburg’s Co of Denson’s AL Inf in the Creek War
George, Pvt, srv in Philpott’s Co of 4th AL Mtd Vols (McMillion’s 1st Bttn) in the Creek War
George, Cpl, srv in Boyd’s Co of the 1st TN Inf in the Cherokee War

Isaac, Pvt, srv in Fearrell’s Co of the 1st TN Inf in the Cherokee War

Isaac, Pvt, srv in Rogers’ Co of Mountain Blues in the TN Mtd Vols called out for protection of the Sabine Frontier in 1836

John, Pvt, srv in Snodgrass’ North AL Mtd Vols in FL War
John, Pvt, srv in Gordon’s Co in Blair’s Bttn of AL Mil in the Creek War

John, Pvt, srv in Rogers’ Co of Mountain Blues in the TN Mtd Vols called out for protection of the Sabine Frontier in 1836

Jonathan W., Pvt, srv in Byne’s Co of Alford’s Bttn of GA Mtd Vols in the Creek War
Mather, Pvt, srv in Johnston’s Co of FL Mtd Vols in the Seminole War
Mathew, Pvt, srv in McLeod’s Co of the 1st FL Mtd Vols in the Seminole War
Robert A., Pvt, srv in Harrison’s Co of Rose’s Bttn of GA Mil in the FL War

Wesley or as Wesley Reins, Pvt, srv in Bishop’s Co of Nelson’s Bttn of FL Mtd Vols in the FL War of 1836-7

RAINWATERS, James, Cpl, srv in West’s Co of the 2nd TN Mtd Inf & Vols in the Cherokee War
RAISER, M., Pvt, srv in Dummett’s Co in Dancy’s 2nd FL Mtd Mil in the FL War

RAKER, Jacob, Pvt, srv in Johnson’s Co of the 7th FL Mil in the FL War
Jacob, Cpl & Pvt, srv in Mew’s Co of the 1st FL Mtd Mil in the FL War of 1840-1 for 3 mths
Jacob or as Jac., Pvt, srv in Johnson’s Co of FL Mtd Vols in the FL War of 1839 for 4 mths
Jacob (a substitute), see as Lewis Robinson, srv in Burney’s Co of FL Mtd Mil in the FL War
Mathew, Pvt, srv in Mew’s Co of the 1st FL Mtd Mil in the FL War of 1840-1 for 3 mths
Mathew, Jr., Pvt, srv in Burney’s Co of FL Mtd Mil in the FL War
Mathew, Sr., Pvt, srv in Burney’s Co of FL Mtd Mil in the FL War

RAKESTRAW, Gannin or as Gainum, Cpl, srv in Storey’s Co of the 2nd GA Mtd Vols in the War of 1837-8
James, Pvt, srv in Floyd’s Co of Williamson’s 2nd GA Vols in the Creek War

William, Pvt, srv in Storey’s Co of the 2nd GA Mtd Vols in the War of 1837-8

RALAIGH, Samuel, Pvt, srv in Dill’s Co of Warren’s 1st FL Mtd Mil in the FL War of 1839-40

RALEIGH, N. G., Cpl, srv in Oliver’s Co of the 1st FL Mtd Mil in the FL War of 1840-1 for 3 mths
RALEY, Axom, see Axum Raily
Benjamin M., Pvt, srv in Smith’s Co of the 1st GA Drafted Mil in the Creek War
Charles W., Pvt, srv in Smith’s Co of the 1st GA Drafted Mil in the Creek War

RALLES, Robinson J., Sgt, srv in Guyton’s Co of Porter’s 1st GA Inf in the Creek War

RALLS, Benjamin, Pvt, srv in Cook’s Co of the 2nd Vol Mtd Gunmen of West TN in the War of 1818
Cotton B., Pvt, srv in Capt Wm. D. Harrison’s Co of Col R. C. Parish’s 2nd Regt of FL Mil in the FL War
George, Sgt, srv in J. G. Smith’s Co of FL Mtd Mil in the FL War of 1838 for 6 mths

Nathaniel, Pvt, srv in Capt Holliday’s Co of the 1st Regt in the 1st Brig of IL Mtd Vols in the Black Hawk War
William, Pvt, srv in Wimberly’s 1st Regt in the GA Mil in the Seminole War of 1817-18

William C., 1st Lt, srv in Capt Fellows’ Co of the 1st IL Mtd Vols in Duncan’s Bn in the Sac & Fox War
William C., Capt, srv in his own Co of Col Fry’s Regt of IL Mtd Vols in the Black Hawk War
William, Capt, srv in his own Co (1st Service) in the 4th Regt of Whiteside’s Brig of Mtd Vols in the IL Mil in the Black Hawk War

Ralph, the Capt’s Servant, srv in Robinson’s Co of Denson’s AL INF in the Creek War

RALPH, Henry, Pvt, srv in Jones’ Co of Smith’s AL Mtd Vols in the Creek War
William, Pvt, srv in Capt Barneback’s Co of the 1st Regt in Whiteside’s Brig of Mtd Vols in the IL Mil in the Black Hawk War
William, Pvt, srv in Newton’s Co of the 2nd Vol Mtd Gunmen of West TN in the War of 1818

RALSTON, David or as David Reulet, Pvt, srv in Derrick’s Co of Lindsay’s GA Mtd Mil in the Cherokee War

Jeremiah, see Neamish Ralston
J. H., Pvt, srv in Capt Flood’s Co of the 2nd Regt in Whiteside’s Brig of Mtd Vols in the IL Mil in Black Hawk War
John F., Pvt, srv in Bearden’s Co of the 2nd GA Mtd Vols in the War of 1837-8
Josiah, Pvt, srv in Capt Barnett’s Co of the 2nd IL Mtd Vols in Duncan’s Bn in the Sac & Fox War

Nathan, Cpl, srv in Capt Moffett’s Co of the 4th Regt in the 3rd Brig of IL Mtd Vols in the Black Hawk War
Neamish, Pvt, srv in Walker’s Co of Smith’s PA Vols in the FL War

Robert, 1st Sgt, srv in Bearden’s Co of the 2nd GA Mtd Vols in the War of 1837-8
Robert, Pvt, srv in Chastain’s Co of Nelson’s Bttn of GA Mtd Vols in the FL War of 1836-7
Samuel M. or as Samuel M. Rolston, Pvt, srv in Derrick’s Co of Lindsay’s GA Mtd Mil in the Cherokee War

RALY, Charles, Pvt, srv in Lewis’ 2nd Regt of GA Cav in the Seminole War of 1817-18

RAMAGE, O. or as Joe. O., Sgt & 4th Sgt, srv in Denny’s Co of Birmingham’s 1st SC Mil in the FL War
RAMBO, Gale J., 2nd Cpl & 1st Cpl, srv in Elmore’s Co of the 1st Bttn of AL Mil Inf in the Creek War
James A., Pvt, srv in Elmore’s Co of the 1st Bttn of AL Mil Inf in the Creek War

RAMBOW, A. S., Pvt, srv in Abadi’s Co of Smith’s Regt of